What Can Clinicians Learn From Caregiving and Research in Ghettos and Camps of Nazi-Occupied Europe?

Further Study

AMA Journal of Ethics

1) Continuing Education from the AMA Journal of Ethics®
2) The AMA Journal of Ethics

Clinicians and Teachers in the Warsaw Ghetto

1) Legacies of the Holocaust in Health Care
2) An Underground Medical School in the Warsaw Ghetto, 1941-2
3) The Story of One Life
4) Oral History Interview of Dr. Henry Fenigstein
5) Hunger Disease: Studies by the Jewish Physicians in the Warsaw Ghetto
6) Hunger Disease: Studies by the Jewish Physicians in the Warsaw Ghetto

Which factors should inform scarce resource allocation?

1) Ethics Talk Videocast: Rationing Critical Care During COVID Surge
2) Allocating Scarce Resources in a Pandemic: Ethical and Public Policy Dimensions
3) Normal Saline
4) When Is a Suboptimal Approach to Cancer Screening Better Than None?
5) How Should Decision Science Inform Scarce Blood Product Allocation?
6) What to Do When There Aren’t Enough Beds in the PICU
7) Who Should Ration?

Under conditions in which nearly all results will be bad ones regardless of the quality of one’s character or the laudability of one’s intention or motivation, what might it possibly even mean to preserve one’s character and to act to express professional integrity?
1) **How Should Integrity Preservation and Professional Growth Be Balanced during Trainees’ Professionalization?**

2) **When a Patient Regrets Having Undergone a Carefully and Jointly Considered Treatment Plan, How Should Her Physician Respond?**

3) **What Should Physicians Do When They Disagree, Clinically and Ethically, with a Surrogate's Wishes?**

4) **How Should Clinicians Respond When Different Standards of Care Are Applied to Undocumented Patients?**

5) **How Should a Physician Respond to Discovering Her Patient Has Been Forcibly Sterilized?**

6) **Cruel Carousel: The Grim Grind of “Compassionate” Dialysis**

7) **Surgery in Shackles: What Are Surgeons’ Obligations to Incarcerated Patients in the Operating Room?**

8) **Compassionate Release Policy Reform: Physicians as Advocates for Human Dignity**

9) **Water Safety and Lead Regulation: Physicians’ Community Health Responsibilities**

How should clinicians navigate tension between their duties to respond to pressures of practice and their duties to express important ethical values of health care practice?

1) **Should Clinicians Challenge Faith-Based Institutional Values Conflicting with Their Own?**

2) **How Should Commerce and Calling Be Balanced?**

3) **Is It Ethical to Bend the Rules for Undocumented and Other Immigrant Patients?**

4) **Who Should Make Decisions for Unrepresented Patients Who Are Incarcerated?**

5) **What Should Be the Scope of Physicians’ Roles in Responding to Gun Violence?**

6) **The Idea of Legitimate Authority in the Practice of Medicine**

7) **Clinicians’ Obligations to Use Qualified Medical Interpreters When Caring for Patients with Limited English Proficiency**
What is the appropriate nature and scope of clinicians’ roles in cultivating self-knowledge and in helping patients make meaning of their experiences of fear and suffering?

1) **Four Communication Skills from Psychiatry Useful in Palliative Care and How to Teach Them**
2) **How Should Clinical Ethics Consultants Support Parents’ Decision Making?**
3) **How Should Surgeons Balance Transplantation Innovation With Acceptance of a Trauma Survivor’s Appearance?**
4) **What Should Physicians and Chaplains Do When a Patient Believes God Wants Him to Suffer?**
5) **Good Sanctuary Doctoring for Undocumented Patients**